FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Open Stage concert series returns to
Marina Bay Sands
Free concert series showcasing local and regional
music acts is back for a fifth edition

From L-R: Dru Chen, Priscilla Abby and Gareth Fernandez will perform at Open Stage

Singapore (12 April 2018) – Marina Bay Sands returns to drum up support for the brightest
music talent in Singapore and Southeast Asia with the fifth edition of its Open Stage concert
series on 21 April, Saturday.
The free concert series, which was first launched last March, will be headlined by three artists
on 21 April: Malaysian YouTube sensation and singer Priscilla Abby, homegrown R&B singer
Gareth Fernandez and local indie-soul singer-songwriter Dru Chen.

Held at the outdoor Event Plaza, Open Stage features local and regional music acts, with a
strong focus on homegrown bands and musicians. The acts span across different musical
genres ranging from pop and indie to rock, blues and R&B. Since its launch, the series has seen
acts such as Singaporean artists Corrinne May and Sezairi Sezali perform.
About the acts
Malaysian YouTube star-turned-singer Priscilla Abby is a rising star known for singing cover
songs with an EDM twist. After signing with WebTVAsia in 2017, she has since released her
first single ‘I Love The Sky’, with her top three videos amassing 20.9 million views on YouTube.
No stranger to the burgeoning local music scene, the suave and charismatic Gareth Fernandez
effortlessly delivers soulful R&B melodies with impressively high notes. His latest single, My
Heartbreak Song, has been on high rotation on radio 987FM since its release in January.
Indie-soul singer-songwriter Dru Chen, who has just returned from his Japan tour, will be
releasing his much-anticipated debut album in the 2nd quarter of 2018. Expect to be blown
away by his stunning falsetto and dynamic vocal range.
Performance times
7:15-7:45pm: Dru Chen
8:15-8:45pm: Gareth Fernandez
9:15-10:00pm: Priscilla Abby
This performance is supported by media company Bandwagon.
###
About Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd
Marina Bay Sands is the leading business, leisure and entertainment destination in Asia. It features large and flexible
convention and exhibition facilities, 2,560 hotel rooms and suites, the rooftop Sands SkyPark, the best shopping mall
in Asia, world-class celebrity chef restaurants, a theatre and an outdoor event plaza. Completing the line-up of
attractions is ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands which plays host to permanent and marquee exhibitions. For
more information, please visit www.marinabaysands.com
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